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Cara Truman is a pint-size pistol whose inquisitive nature has gotten her into trouble on more than

one occasion. Her next adventure takes her further than she even expected when she ends up on a

journey out of this world. Trelon Reykill thought he had his hands full. A militant group of Curizans

captured his brother Zoran, he's busy fortifying the Valdire defenses against the Sarafin warriors,

and his dragon is roaring for him to find a mate. The last thing he expects to find on the primitive

planet his brother has taken refuge on is his true mate. Now Trelon must capture Cara long enough

to make her his, but his symbiosis loves her, his dragon wants her, and someone is trying to kill her.

Trelon must love Cara so well that she will never want to escape him - if he can catch her.
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4-4.5 starsThis was a really good story. I really liked Cara and Trelon and thoroughly enjoyed their

story. This is part of the series but TBH, it feel like enough of a story on it's own that I think it could

be read out of order with hardly any difficulty.Cara is a rather hyper but greatly gifted woman. She's

extremely intelligent and is gifted at mechanics, figuring things out and getting out of places she

doesn't want to be. As a kid, she lost both of her parents and her uncle took guardianship over her.

Cara has been hyper and extremely curious all her life so her uncle couldn't handle her and ended

up sending her to a boarding school for gifted children. Unfortunately, Car didn't have much

happiness there either.Trelon is a dragon shifter from an alien planet. His brother, Zoran, is the King

of their people (in addition to being the hero from book #1). Trelon works helping his brothers run

the kingdom (their planet) and is mechanically inclined. His dragon wants a mate and he hasn't



found his true mate so he's considered taking a woman he knows as his mate even though his

dragon barely tolerates her.Zonran was kidnapped by enemies and he escaped but ended up

injured on a primitive planet (Earth) where Trelon and his other brothers had to travel to to pick him

up. When they get there, it's to find someone kidnapping Abby (Zoran's human mate) and in the

process of rescuing her, the brothers reveal themselves to a handful of human woman that Abby

was travelling with. The brothers decide that the woman have seen too much and need to be taken

back to their planet with them. Cara is among the women kidnapped by the Valdier warriors and

actually thought the whole thing was kind of cool.
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